SWAGGER

Unleash Everything You Are and
Become Everything You Want

Learning Objectives
After participating your people will experience:
•
•
•
•

Greater authenticity across all forms of communication
Ability to face difficult challenges and situations with connection and ease
Tools for improving self-belief and limiting fear and insecurity
Improved confidence in their leadership / people management / collaboration
abilities

About the Workshop
Duration
One day: 9am to 4pm
or
2 x 2-hour virtual sessions
delivered over one day
Number of participants
15
Who should attend
All levels, all disciplines.
Any combination.

www.combustionco.com
leslie@combustionco.com
416-725-4393

Why are some people magnetic, confident, in charge of their destinies, and
utterly at ease in their own skin? What’s their secret? In a word: Swagger.
And no, this is not the old swagger—that show-off, in-your-face, arrogant
kind. This brand-new swagger is unshakable, unstoppable and utterly
irresistible.
Regardless their success, too many people in the professional world still
struggle to both reach and feel self-assured at that next level. They’re
limited by self-doubt, fear, or a lack of understanding of their true place,
purpose and value in the world. As a result, their confidence is unreliable,
they may feel like they’re faking it, they struggle to communicate or lead
assertively and authentically and yet they know that their ‘real’, most
powerful selves are trapped somewhere inside just waiting to be freed!
In this experiential workshop, leaders and teams will discover the swagger
blockers holding them back and the drivers that will liberate their unique
superpowers so they can communicate and represent with ease, connection,
realness and unique voices and presence. They will learn how to face down
and record over their negative and self- limiting mental tapes, the value of
scenario planning in order to combat their fears, how to visit and even revisit
difficult conversation and situations with clear intention and outcomes, and
even how to deal with emotions (both theirs and others) in an authentic and
still professional way.
In addition, Swagger will help them discover the crucial difference between
confidence and self-belief so that they never have to feel out of their depth
again and that will change the way they live AND work—without ever having
to sacrifice who they are.
Note: This workshop comes complete with a complimentary copy of
Combustion founder, Swagger Coach and author Leslie Ehm's Wall Street
Journal, USA Today and Amazon #1 bestselling book Swagger: Unleash
Everything You Are and Become Everything You Want AND a
comprehensive Swagger companion workbook. Live Swagger Q&As with
Leslie Ehm can also be provided for multiple cohort audiences.

